
Filming a Connection Point with Mended Media: 
 
Thank you for your interest in sharing your story with Mended Church and beyond! Our media-based church 
has one goal – to display the love of Christ to the world. Within this goal, we operate with two different 
strategies: (1) reaching as many people as possible through the means of online messages, blogs, 
testimonies, encouragement videos, and more, and (2) serving and being present in our local community 
and partnering with all the amazing people and projects in our own neighborhood. 
  
We desire to hear from as many people as possible on what God is up to in your life and what you see Him 
doing around you. Here’s how this works: 
 
Filming for Connection Point’s is every other Tuesday @ 11:30am, in Mended’s Giving Gallery (123A East 1st 
Street Port Angeles) and typically lasts between 1-2 hours. On your scheduled filming date please arrive a 
few minutes early so we can go over the content of the video and answer any questions you have. The 
filming process is very casual – we want you to be comfortable and have fun! We suggest not wearing shirts 
with much of a pattern or lots of words – solids look best on film! 
   
All videos are edited and include a signature introduction and ending. With each Connection Point running 
between 2-6 minutes, you should consider a point or message which can be given within 2-5 minutes of 
speaking. 
  
Blogs and videos are posted on Thursday of each week, and before publishing on our website 
wearemended.org, we will send you a link to the edited version. Our online media is also shared on 
Facebook, Instagram, and possibly other social media outlets! There’s no telling how many people our 
messages can and are reaching! 
  
Although not required, a title for you message is always great!  
 
Please write up a short Bio of yourself as we will have this posted with the video so viewers know who you 
are! If you have a website, ministry, business or something else you’d like attached to your bio, please 
include this as we’d love to promote the things you love and are involved in.  Please send your bio to 
info@wearemended.org prior to your filming date.  
 
We want to hear from you on whatever God has on your heart at the current time, but we want to give you 
2 questions to consider as we are in a season of vision casting, as well as focusing on Faith in Action in 
2017. 
  
1: “What do you see God doing in our community?”  
2: “What is God doing in your own life?”  
 
If you have any questions please contact Libby Waldron @ 360.461.6854  
May God bless you, and Thank You for partnering with Mended!  
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